Slice-selected LED and BPPLED: application of slice selection to DOSY.
High-resolution DOSY (Diffusion-ordered spectroscopy) is a series of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional NMR techniques based on the differing diffusivity of constituent molecules in the solution state, with which the individual NMR spectrum of each component in a chemical mixture can be observed. All of the DOSY pulse sequences are derived from the spin-echo or stimulated-echo techniques under the effect of PFG (pulsed field gradient). One of the requirements for successful DOSY experiments and data fitting is that PFG must be uniform across the active sample volume. However, PFG, in general, is not uniform across the active sample volume in commercial high-resolution NMR probes and this nonuniformity of PFG is known to produce systematic errors in DOSY experiments. In fact, a strong and uniform gradient field can be realized only in the central region of the gradient coil and the slice-selection technique, widely used in Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging, can be employed in resolving problems associated with the nonuniformity of PFG. We have developed a slice-selection pulse block, which can be generally applied to any DOSY pulse sequence with proper care of the phase cycling and experimental parameters. We applied the slice-selection technique to LED and BPPLED pulse sequences, which are among the most popular DOSY pulse sequences, and obtained good experimental results for a chemical mixture.